
 

 

AGENDA 

FINANCE COMMITTEE 

SANTA CRUZ – MONTEREY – MERCED 

MANAGED MEDICAL CARE COMMISSION 
 
DATE:   Wednesday, June 28, 2017 
 
TIME:   2:30 – 3:45 P.M. 

 
PLACE: In Santa Cruz County: 
  Board Room 
  Central California Alliance for Health   

1600 Green Hills Road, Scotts Valley, CA 
In Monterey County: 
Board Room 
Central California Alliance for Health 
950 East Blanco Road, Salinas, CA  
In Merced County: 
Board Room 
Central California Alliance for Health 
530 West 16th Street, Merced, CA 

 
****************************************************************************** 
 
1. Call to Order.  2:30 P.M. 

A. Roll call. 
 
2. Approve Minutes of February 22, 2017 meeting of the Finance Committee (2:35 – 2:40 P.M.) 

-        Reference materials:  Minutes as above.          
   Pages 2-01 to 2-05             

 
3. Wells Fargo Investment Performance Review.  (2:40 – 3:00 P.M.) 

 
4.  Capitola Manor Update.  (3:00 – 3:25 P.M.) 

 
5. April YTD Financial Performance.  (3:25 – 3:40 P.M.) 

 
                                                              



 
 
 
 

 

 
     

 
Members of the public interested in attending should call the Alliance at (831) 430-2457 to 
verify meeting dates and locations prior to the meetings.  
**************************************************************************** 
The complete agenda packet is available for review at the Alliance’s offices at 1600 Green Hills 
Road, Suite 101, Scotts Valley, CA, 950 East Blanco Street, Suite 101, Salinas, CA, 530 West 
16th Street, Merced, CA. The Commission complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act.  
Questions regarding accommodations under the ADA should be directed to the Clerk of the 
Board at (831) 430-2574.  Board meeting locations in Salinas and Merced are directly accessible 
by bus.  As a courtesy to persons affected, please attend the meeting smoke and scent free.  
 



 

 
Finance Committee 

Meeting Minutes 
 

SANTA CRUZ – MONTEREY – MERCED 
MANAGED MEDICAL CARE COMMISSION 

 

Wednesday, February 22, 2017 
2:30 – 3:45 p.m. 

In Santa Cruz County: 
Board Room 

Central California Alliance for Health 
1600 Green Hills Road, Scotts Valley, California 

In Monterey County: 
Board Room 

Central California Alliance for Health 
339 Pajaro Street, Salinas, California 

In Merced County: 
Board Room 

Central California Alliance for Health 
530 West 16th Street, Merced, California 

 
Commissioners Present: 
Ms. Leslie Conner Provider Representative   
Mr. Michael Molesky Public Representative 
Mr. Tony Weber Provider Representative    
 
Commissioners Absent: 
Ms. Giang Nguyen Provider Representative   

 
Staff Present: 
Mr. Alan McKay Chief Executive Officer 
Mr. Barry Staton Chief Financial Officer 
Oksana Chabanenko Finance Administrative Specialist 
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1. Call to Order by Chairperson Michael Molesky.  (2:36- 2:37 p.m.)  
 

Chairperson Michael Molesky called the meeting to order at 2:36 p.m.  Roll call was taken; a 
quorum was present.  

 
2.      Approve Minutes of June 22, 2016 meeting of the Finance Committee.  (2:37 – 2:38 p.m.)    

 
FINANCE COMMITTEE ACTION: Commissioner Conner moved to approve the minutes of 
the June 22, 2016 meeting of the Finance Committee, seconded by Commissioner Weber.  
Motion carried with 3 votes affirmative, 1 absent and was so ordered.   

 
3. November Year-To-Date Financial Performance. (2:39 – 3:06 p.m.)  
 

Mr. Barry Staton, Chief Financial Officer (CFO), presented information on the Alliance’s 
November YTD financials. Compared to the same period last year, there is an increase in 
Medi-Cal revenue and total revenue, however, the net income is down from $104.7M in 
November 2015 to $68.2M in 2016. The cost increases in patient care combined with lowered 
rates (especially the expansion rates) have been responsible for most of that drop, which had 
been anticipated. The Administrative Loss Ratio (ALR) is slightly higher (5.8% versus 5.4% 
in 2015), and so is the Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) (87.7% versus 83.2%).  
 
To summarize, the Alliance’s YTD figures are satisfactory. However, the numbers are 
expected to erode somewhat in 2017 due to payment increases and decreases from revenue. 
The prediction for the subsequent years is that the MLR will return to 90-95%, which had 
been the norm in the years preceding the expansion population induced growth.  
 
The Finance team is currently working on a forecast model, which will allow us to build more 
accurate projections. There are changes happening at the State level given the new Federal 
trajectory that will affect the Alliance, however, it is hard at this time to foresee what they will 
entail.  
 
Mr. Alan McKay, Chief Executive Officer, also noted that although changes impacting overall 
membership look to be pushed toward later years, plans to reduce Medicaid expansion 
coverage seem more imminent. 
 
Mr. Staton reassured the group that whatever changes may be coming, the Alliance has a large 
enough fund balance to make the right adjustments at the right time and respond prudently. 
 
The Alliance’s total fund balance is currently close to $588M, of which $231M is held in cash 
and $357M in investments. Total investments add up to $703M with $357M in fund balance 
and $346M due back to the State.  
 
Mr. McKay asked if there had been any agreement between the CFOs of the Local Health 
Plans of California (LHPC) in terms of creating a standard balance sheet summary. Mr. Staton 
explained that since all plans are different, an agreement has been hard to reach. Tangible net 
equity is arguably a poor way to attempt to derive an average across plans. Multiple 
considerations come into play: the plan’s fund balance, how much money it needs, liquid and 
illiquid assets etc. Mr. Staton pointed out that for the Alliance, the items to be accounted for in 
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such reporting must include large capital expenditures (including the money committed, but 
not yet spent) and community grants. A common formula for LHPC and State reporting is 
expected to be derived within the next few months. 

 
The 2016 YTD medical cost comparison by category against the budget as well as against the 
year 2015 shows the following data: inpatient costs went up slightly above what had been 
projected; long term care and capitation for physician services are both slightly above budget; 
non-capitated physician services are close to last year’s numbers while the budget was 
somewhat higher; pharmacy (which includes Hep C) is right on budget; and other medical is a 
tad below budget while slightly exceeding the November 2015 figure.  
 
In regards to the grants as part of the balance sheet, Mr. Staton noted that compared to 2016, 
where little was spent in this category and the money was expensed under “other medical”, 
2017 will bring substantial grant expenditures. This raises the question of how to classify 
these spendings in the financial statements. It is practicable to keep the grants out of the rate 
development template (which used to be a frequently used practice for health plans), as we do 
not want them to influence the rates the Alliance gets from the State. Our fund balance is 
fairly high, which has allowed us to participate heavily in grants. However, it is important to 
maintain complete transparency with the State about our grant expenditures so as to not be 
perceived as taking advantage of the system and using our assets to drive up the revenue. Mr. 
McKay agreed that currently, the State is supportive of our grants program intentions and we 
must preserve that confidence.  
 
As for the pharmacy cost trends, 2016 was a volatile year due to Hep C changes. When the 
California Department of Health Care Services (DHCS) eased Hep C guidelines in 2015, the 
expenses increased significantly but flattened in the second, third, and fourth quarters of 2016. 
The reason was the decrease in the volume of Hep C utilizers as well as the shift of 
pharmaceutical treatments towards lower cost options. In 2017 this trend is anticipated to 
continue. Some rebates are also expected as a result of negotiations with our pharmaceutical 
benefits manager, which will further lower the costs. Starting in 2017, the State will also be 
employing anticipatory pricing. This will most likely cause pharmacy costs to be above 
budget in the first part of 2017 and dip below it at the end of the year. The year’s totals will 
level out.  

 
In November 2016, the Alliance’s fund balance was $587M. Of that amount, three months’ 
worth of capitation revenue is held as a health care expense reserve (HCER). Mr. Staton 
proceeded to elaborate that while every health plan’s reserve requirements are different, 
ranging from two months of capitation to two months of expenses, the Alliance had chosen to 
increase our reserve to a mandatory three months of capitation. While plans with assigned 
delegations essentially pass their risk down to provider level, the Alliance is not delegated, 
making it prudent to maintain a higher HCER. Mr. McKay added that while this delegation 
level is much more common in Southern California, since the Alliance came close in 
insolvency back in 2007, that experience, combined with the delegated risk factor, resulted in 
the Board voting to the increased standard. 
 
Another line item being subtracted from the total fund balance is the grants. Two rounds of 
grants have been approved by the Board. The first capacity grant was in the amount of 
$116.7M; however, some of that money has already been assigned and paid out, leaving the 
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current remaining net balance of $106.4M. The assigned fund balance for the second round of 
grants is $106.3M. The fund balance less HCER and assigned grants comes to $101.3M. 
 
The assigned capital expenses equal $12.8M and non-spendable assets, which include 
prepaids and capital, add up to $53.3M. That brings the total illiquid assets to $66.1M. 
 
The unassigned fund balance is calculated by subtracting the illiquid assets of $66.1M from 
the fund balance of $101.3 for a total of $35.2M. The conservatism factor of 10% is also 
considered, which brings the unassigned fund balance down to $31.7M.  
 
Mr. Staton noted that while this figure does not include any losses or income for December, 
the grand totals should not be too different. 
 

4.      Expansion of Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF) capacity.  (3:07 – 3:17 p.m.)    
 

The Capitola Manor property was acquired in June of 2016. Patient relocations have been 
completed as of September 8, 2016. First Alarm was contracted to secure the site on 
September 1, 2016 and has since provided the Alliance with weekly status reports. The 
Department of Health signed off on September 15, 2016 after performing an inspection to 
ensure the building was unoccupied.  
 
Two consultants have been selected to assist the Alliance team with the request for proposal 
(RFP) process. Michael Engelhard, the managing principal of Health Management Associates 
(HMA), will advise on the RFP process for the facility operator. And Christopher Barlow of 
Wald, Ruhnke & Dost Architects (WR&D) will oversee the RFP for architectural and 
construction work. HMA and WR&D are currently working together to define the clear line of 
demarcation between the two scopes of work. 
 
WR&D’s next steps include: as-built plans and scoping (February 13-17), drafting initial 
architecture plans/engineering drawings (February 22 through March 21), initial Office of 
Statewide Health Planning and Development (OSHPD) review of architecture 
plans/engineering drawings (March 22 through May 2), interviewing prospective General 
Contractors, which includes property walk-throughs (March 22 through April 4), and WR&D 
responding to OSHPD (May 3-23). All timelines are at the moment roughly estimated.  
 
During its initial assessment, WR&D concluded that the building capacity allows for an 
expansion to include more beds. 
 
The projected timeline for HMA’s scope of work includes: drafting an operator RFP 
(February 10 through March 24), RFP review by the Alliance and identifying the list of 
operators for the proposal (March 27 through May 26), and issuing RFP to competing 
operators by the end of May.  

 
The scope of services to be provided at the new SNF has yet to be determined. Among other 
things, a memory care unit is being considered. 
 
Commissioner Molesky speculated that finalizing the scope of services as a first order of 
business might help facilitate the choice of building layout in the upcoming construction 
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phase. He also asked if there has been any community pressure as to the future use of the 
facility. Mr. McKay stated that some local activists have expressed interest in increasing the 
area’s assisted living facility capacity; therefore, Santa Cruz County is submitting a bid to the 
State requesting to be designated as a waiver county, which would allow some flexibility in 
developing assisted living resources. He also added that while skilled nursing is a Medi-Cal 
benefit, assisted living is not. This made the relocation of some of Capitola Manor residents 
challenging, which is why Santa Cruz County became involved with onsite care management 
to help them find suitable relocation options. Despite the aforementioned challenges, Mr. 
McKay indicated that there is a lot of excitement surrounding the expansion of SNF capacity 
as currently patients oftentimes stay in inpatient acute care settings longer than they need to 
when a transfer to a SNF is justified. 
 
Commissioner Molesky inquired if there might be a grant opportunity in the evident lack of 
assisted living. Mr. McKay agreed and pointed out that the Board is already funding some 
supportive housing projects that are very pioneering in nature.  
 
To Mr. McKay’s question on when the facility is expected to be ready for deployment, Mr. 
Staton estimated that the project might take one to one and a half years to complete, 
depending on multiple variables including the OSHPD clearance, planning etc.  
 

5.     Consideration for selecting a new independent auditor.  (3:18 – 3:25 p.m.)    
 
Mr. Staton brought to the group’s attention the fact that the Alliance has been utilizing the 
same independent auditor, KPMG, for a significant period of time. The last time a bid had 
been obtained was over three years ago and once this year’s financial audit is completed; it 
might be prudent to go out for another bid in an effort to evaluate current options. It might 
also be beneficial to have a fresh set of eyes examine the Alliance’s financials.  
 
Mr. McKay added that a bidding process might also help refresh the relationship should the 
Alliance choose to maintain KPMG as our independent auditor. There have been recent 
examples of the auditor not being entirely helpful in addressing our questions and concerns, 
specifically when the Finance team requested accounting advice relating to our grants 
program. 
 
All three commissioners present agreed new auditor bidding would be timely and reasonable, 
subject to review by the Board.   
 
 

 
The meeting adjourned at 3:28 p.m. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Ms. Oksana Chabanenko 
Finance Administrative Specialist 
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